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Steven Frayne is a magician more popularly known as Dynamo. He possesses the uncanny ability to manipulate and mix cards in a rapid,
explosive, artistic fashion and his magic effects are cool, hip and accompanied by the sounds of dance and hip hop. Initially, he started with
just card games, now he has even stood on the River Thames.
"Dynamo's world. Nothing is impossible

In detail

Languages

In 2000, Dynamo made a name on the local 'magic scene' by

He presents in English.

winning the Bradford Magic Circle Championships. Then in 2002
he won the Northern Magic Circle Vice President's award and

Want to know more?

became the only UK magician to rank in the top 4 at the

Give us a call or send us an e-mail to find out exactly what he

International Magic Convention. He has since appeared on

could bring to your event.

numerous TV shows including Snoop Dogg's Fatherhood, Friday
Night with Jonathan Ross and the MTV EMA's where he

How to book him?

performed for Nelly Furtado, Joss Stone and The Foo Fighters.

Simply phone, fax or e-mail us.

What he offers you
Dynamo has turned the world of magic on its head, amazing
people across the planet from the streets of Harlem to the Cannes
Film Festival; he has helped re-define the genre, inspiring
countless young magicians with his blend of visual magic, card
handling and ability to floor the most sceptical of audiences.

How he presents
Dynamo is a street magician who uses a variety of techniques to
amaze his audience. The techniques he utilises include sleight of
hand; such as double lifts and false shuffles and the use of
gimmicks (or rigged devices) such as fake decks or items such as
the "phone in a bottle".

Topics
Entertainment
After Dinner
Magic Show
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